After decades building the most innovative connector tooling products in the World, we now offer our first connector accessory and it’s a beauty! Made from a lightweight, incredibly strong composite, ULTEM ®2310 and plated with our proprietary nickel, EMI certified finish.

PRODUCT FEATURES:
ULTRA LIGHT WEIGHT CLAM-SHELL DESIGN
COMPRESSION SHEILD TERMINATION
STRAIGHT, 45° AND 90° CONFIGURATIONS
SIDE MOUNT FEATURE (STRAIGHT AND 45°)
PROPRIETARY NICKEL FINISH
PROVEN EMI SHIELDING
GIGABIT CERTIFIED PER DO-160
ULTRA STRONG ULTEM 2310
ROHS COMPLIANT

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (949)472-0880 OR WWW.RUSSTECHENGINEERING.COM
RT-BC0008-(•)(•)(•)(•)(•) Straight Back Shell

RT-BC0009-(•)(•)(•)(•)(•) 45° Back Shell

RT-BC0010-(•)(•)(•)(•)(•) 90° Back Shell

NOTES:
1. Alternate Side Mount Feature shall have 64/2 thru holes that accommodate MG36X4-4 minutes tie strap (hole diameter shall be .115 inches).
2. Alternate Side Mount Feature shall have slots as shown that accommodate MG36X4-4 minutes tie strap (hole diameter shall be .115 inches).